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Potrero Power Station - Organization Question re: Historic Architectural Resources Section 

Allison, Rachel, Chris: Johanna and I have an organizational question that we are hoping you can help us resolve in 
advance of next Tuesday's meeting. 

Impact CR-8 discusses effects related to rehabilitation of the Boiler Stack (proposed rehabilitation of a district 
contributor could adversely affect the Third Street district). Direction from Chris was to delete this "subsection" (I think 
that means "impact") and add a requirement to mitigation under Impact CR-4 (demolition of individual resources) that 
rehabilitation of the Stack should comply with the Secretary's Standards. Similarly, Allison directed that mitigation that 
she added at Impact CR-8 (historic preservation plan and protective measures for resources to be retained, including 
rehabilitation to Secretary's Standards) be moved to Impact CR-4. However, in a comment on a portion of this new 
mitigation measure that concerns protection of retained resources during construction, Rachel indicated that there 
might need to be a separate mitigation measure to accompany a separate impact statement for potential construction
period damage of resources to be retained. 

How should we treat resources to be retained? Under the proposed project, this is limited to the Boiler Stack and the 
Unit 3 Power Block, which are not individual resources but rather district contributors (although the Unit 3 Power Block 
is already assumed to be adversely affected through rehabilitation not consistent with the Secretary's Standards. So if 
we are going to eliminate Impact CR-8 (Boiler Stack alteration), that discussion should be moved to Impact CR-5 
(demolition/substantial alteration of district contributors), not to Impact CR-4 (demolition of individual 
resources). However, Impact CR-5 has a conclusion of significant and unavoidable (as does CR-4), whereas CR-8 is less 
than significant with mitigation, assuming that the Boiler Stack can be rehabilitated in accordance with the Secretary's 
Standards. So this would seem to argue for keeping CR-8 a separate impact to distinguish between effects that can be 
mitigated and those that cannot, unless you would simply prefer to make everything SU. Would you please advise? 

Secondarily, should we identify a separate impact statement that discusses potential construction-period damage to 
resources to be retained? Or is it sufficient to include a discussion of potential construction damage in the existing 
impact statement? The latter approach is what we recently did for the 1629 Market Street project (2015-
005848ENV). There, for buildings to be retained (even if adversely affected by alteration), the analysis had two sub
headings-Design-Related Impacts, which dealt with what change to the resource and, if applicable, adjacent new 
construction, would do to the resource, and Construction-Related Impacts, which dealt with potential physical damage 
to the resource during construction. In that case, we had separate mitigation measures-documentation and 
interpretation for design impacts, and protection from construction activities for construction impacts. However, as 
written, Alllison's preservation and rehabilitation mitigation measure appears to cover both impacts. 

+++ 

A related organizational question (probably for Allison only) has to do with the mitigation measures for Impact CR-4 
(demolition of individual resources). Allison, you commented that the original mitigation measures were confusing 
because they addressed both individual resources (Impact CR-4) and district contributors (Impact CR-5). You suggested 
that we clarify in the mitigation measures that we are using them for two impacts so it is clear why district contributors 
are being addressed under Impact CR-4, or that the mitigation measures under Impact CR-5 be revised. You then re
wrote the CR-4 measures to explicitly mention all six resources-both individual and district contributors-that could be 
affected. (For video recordation only, Pilar added, "Prior to any demolition or substantial alteration of a historical 
resource or contributor to an historic district on the project site, .... " 



Our question is whether the measures as rewritten now fit both Impacts CR-4 and CR-5, or whether you would prefer 
that the mitigation measures for Impact CR-5 be limited to discussion of only district contributors (or perhaps "district 
contributors other than the individual resources discussed under Impact CR-4). Or would you prefer that CR-4 
mitigation measures discuss only individual resources and CR-5 measures discuss only district contributors that are not 

individual resources? 

Thank you. 
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